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Seniors win Classes Night trophy
by Debbie Starnes
Bulldogs, the CLASS OF '74
captured the treasured silver
cup in Byrnes Auditorium,
Thursday, October 11. Runners-up were Wildcats, Class
of '75.
Seniors lead the audience
on a "Journey Out." Bulldogs
entered as moon beams in
gold on white to the music
"Everyone Is Gone To The
Moon." Their pep song was
sung to the tune of "Suwanee"
and sister class song was
"When I Fall In Love." Jill
Stephens, Si. Class cheerleader, directed these songs.
The Senior skit opened with
the Guiding Light giving the
Moonbeans some final advice
before they projected off from
the moon. One Moonbeam
(Jim Beam) was not present
at the ceremony and
two
friends (Moonshine and Stringbeam) found him sitting over
a game of moenopoly.
Jim
began to compare the game to
life itself by the fact that this
was a game of chance and you
must roll the dice and move
forward much the same as you
move into the future in life.
The skit progressed with five
incidents from the past which
Jim and his friends finally
saw as "growing experiences."
Jim finally realized that he
must join his fellow moonbeams
and journey out from the moon.
He must let go of his past since
a journey was not a journey
until you have let go.

The leading actresses in the City, returned from another
skit were Edie Weaver, Kathy journey In search of beauty.
Llndler, Sandra Grant, and On this journey he discovered
Linda Loy.
a land that had many more
Anne Reynolds, Senior Class
colors and shades than the
President,
said, "Classes three colors in Color City.
Night was a really special ocDespite the beauty created by
casion for the Seniors this these colors, Mighty Crayola
year. Working with sportmanforbade the Colorons to proship and unity as our main duce these new colors. Might
goal, we proved once again
Crayola was afraid of change
what a glorious time a class
and the confusion that change
can have with a little effort caused. He knew that the Coland togetherness. We put our orons must blend and mix their
hearts into our Sr4 Classes'
ideas and thoughts to create
Night, not only because we these new colors.
Mixii^
wanted to do the best we could,
was not allowed.
but also because it would be
However, quite by accident,
our last chance at Winthrop as the Colorons managed to mix
a class to strive towards a their colors to form purple,
meaningful goal-The Seniors orange, and green. The Colare proud of their four years orons were first shocked at
at
Winthrop-we've worked
what they had done and afraid
really hard-and this Classes
of what Mighty Crayola would
Night will join all the other
do when he found out Eventspecial memories we've had
ually, excitement and unity ovas the CLASS OF '74! J I"
ercame fear. When Mighty
The Juniors traveled through
Crayola found out he was fur"A Journey Of Change and
ious.
The Colorons finally
Unity." Tigers entered as colconvinced that by combining
orons in red, yellow, and blue effort and ideas, more beautto the tune of "Everything Is
iful things could be created.
Coming Up Roses." Their pep No longer did Mighty Crayola
song was sung to "Put On A have to journey elsewhere; CoHappy Face" and sister class
lor City had begun and would
song was "Where Are You
surely continue, its journey inGoing My Little One." The
to change. Colorons could now
Junior Class cheerleaders,
work and play together, blendPam Mullinax and Marsha
ing and mixing their ideas to
Simmons, led these songs.
set new goals.
In Color City, the Colorons
Tho leads in the skit were;
worked hard to produce the
Billie Tolliver, Carlyle Wilprimary colors, blue, yellow,
son, Pam Mullinax, and Marand red. One day,
Mighty
sha Simmons. All of the ColCrayola, the ruler of Color
orons were important, also.

IN THE PIGSTY •
or
Know Your Fuzz

"I think that the average student is satisfied with die security guards," stated Sgt.
Clinton, the youngest man on
the Winthrop force. Clinton
came to Winthrop six years
ago and this was his first
job as a policeman. Before
coming here, Clinton was a
mechanic on textile machinery.
Clinton graduated from the
South Carolina Police Aca• demy in Columbia. He also
• spent a month with the York
• County Detectives and attends
• ETV classes on drugs
at
• least once a month.
• Clinton says he came to Win•A throp because he thought that
he would like to work with this
age group and found it to be
quite an experience. After he
had been here six to eight
months, the girls from Roddey initiated Clinton by throwing him in Roddey's fountain.
It took awhile for Clinton to
adjust to WC and it also took

Seniors take first place as Moonbeams who take a chance and
learn to grow. (Blocker photo)

°" "

by Debbie Starnes

A» Colorons, Juniors learn that sharing experiences makes life
wonderful. (Blocker photo)

Sgt. Dennie Clinton

Nationality-American
Race-white
Build-medium
SS#-251-f.0-1348
Scars-none
R emarks-married
time for the students to learn Cop" and "Super Cop". He
that he was here to help them says that the names do not
and was here for their own effect him or his work. He
takes it all in fun.
People who are not students
Clinton seems to think that
Winthrop seem to create the
the biggest problem with being at
biggest problem when it comes
a policeman is "knowing that to respect for the authority the
people make mistakes." He the security guards have to use
thinks that it does not matter for the protection oI the stuhow many cases you file just dents. The Guards here have
as long a you get the job done the same authority as a reguRIGHT!
lar policeman. The only diffIn his spare time, Sgt. Clin- erence is the tyre of job.
Clinton feels that WC stuton enjoys hunting with a bow
and arrow. Clinton is a mem- dents get more tickets for
ber and former Presidentof the pacing than for any other vio"Catawba Bow Hunters Club" lation, consequently students
in York. At least twice a year stould bo more careful where
he and friends travel to Char- they park their «»r«.
"I think women can do some •
leston to hunt. They hunt on
"Bull Island", where no type things better than men," said <
of fire arms are allowed. Only Clinton when asked how he felt <
bows and arrows are used and about women on die police <
there are only two vehicles on force. He believes that women <
the island.
have a better understanding of <
Girls at Winthrop have nick- the students in some ca^es. •
named Clinton "Dennie The
(Fhotps: Catty Beck)
J

Age-30
Height-5'9"
Weight-180 lbs.
Hair Color-black
Eyes-green
Complexion-dark

J

Sophomores learn to
hi tat." (Blocker photo!

the simpler things in their "Hob-

Take time to enjoy life was the Freshman Class theme. (Blocker
photo)
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Functions of Guidance, Testing and Placement analyzed
litary veterans, and career
vice for undecided or uncerpeople returning to school.
tain students. Dr. Powell outThese tests give credit for what
lined this as "a growing seryou know, regardless of where
vice; many more students take
you learned i t "
advantage of this each year.
Dr. Powell compared the subWe give mostly interest tests,
ject tests to regular course
some scholastic aptitude tests.
exams. "I guess a student could
We also have personality need
get a textbook of a course,
tests. . .used for clarifying
study it, and take the test."
or better interpreting interThe tests are offered monthly
ests."
at Winthrop College.
TESTING
Besides the CLEP tests, the
"Since 1963 Winthrop Coloffice of guidance, testing, and
lege has pursued a program of
placement also administers the
credit by exemptiontogive betCollege Board admissions tester prepared students an opporting, the National
Teacher
tunity to start at the proper
Examinations, and the Gradlevel to avoid having to repeat
uate Record Examinations on
work they don't need. A stua national schedule, said Dr.
dent receives full credit for
Powell. Civil service tests of
any course exempted," exother tests of other states are
plained Dr. Powell. For exgiven on request; as are end, „ . -emption, Winthrop uses the
of-course tests for correspon, 'M „ „ £001^6 on the College Board
dence courses and tests emachievement tests or the ColWhat are the functions of tti3 , lege Level Exemption Program
ployers require for applicants,
Office of Guidance, Testing,
he added.
(abbreviated CLEP).
and Placement? What can it
PLACEMENT
Dr. Powell commented that
do for the student? Dr. O. Bert
A placement file is set up on
the CLEP te&ting has only been
Powell, director of the office,
each student in her final year,
offered at Winthrop for one
responded with a summary of
because most prospective emyear. The CLEP tests consist
what it can do for the average
ployers ask for one, said Dr.
of two kinds: the general area
student.
Powell. Each contains a stutests and the more specialized
GUIDANCE
dent's college courses taken,
subject exams. "There are
"When students apply and are
work experience, and evaluafive general tests of which
accepted at Winthrop, we retions by instructors.
freshmen may elect to take any
ceive materials from their
"Our office makes multiple
or all. They are English comhigh schools to start a folder
copies of each record. We
position, the humanities, maon each freshman. We send
try to send them out no later
thematics, the natural scienthese students information athan twenty-four hours after
ces, and the social sciences and
bout first-year programs of
a request is received. . .We
history," enumerated Dr. Powstudy and questionnaires on
keep records of where they are
ell. "The thirty-five to forty
which they indicate major insent," he said.
subject exams are of most inThe office of guidance, testterest to transfer students, miterests. These too go into the
folders," said Dr. Powell.
On the basis of major fields,
freshman are assigned advisors; the "definitely undecided"
people are assigned to advisors in the office of guidance,
testing, and placement, he said.
The office handles corresERROR-FREE TYPIN6
pondence and questions from
students, new and returning.
It distributes both the original
folder and all additional material to the advisors. Added
A T YOUR
Dr. Powell, "We give students
CAMPUS STORE
a study habits and attitudes
inventory, as well as a simple
occupational inventory."These
are interpreted and addedtothe
folders.
The office has an educational
and vocational counseling ser-

T Y P I N G ERRORS
ERRORITE

- i .
*1«A cnho.
ing, and1 placement
also
schedules placement interviews.
"We don't actually place the
student; we just put the student and the employer in touch
with each other," said Dr.
Powell. "Students sign up in
advance for interviews, normally of one-half hour, with
employer
representatives.
Some interviews are scheduled
in the fall semester, but most
come in the spring from late
January to early April. "The
representatives are given copies of the students' placement
files before the interviews.
Dr. Powell mentioned the
largest single placement attempt of this year, the fourth
Carolina Career Carousel. It
will be in the spring semester.
On one day, representatives
come to Winthrop College from
many different firms to interview students from Winthrop
and five other colleges. Last
year forty-one firms were represented.
Dr. Powell summed up the
functions of his office. "Guidance is primarily academic.
We counsel for educational and

vocational purposes. mT.e s.t1 i s
we do for whate -er is needed.
Placement is to Introduce student to likely career martets.
Inevitably, though, all of our
functions overlap to form one
service for die benefit of the
students."

.
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It's EXCITING!

It's Co-ordinated

KNITS-PERMANENT
PRESS

- OUT OF SIGHT

By
West Point Peppered

Prtati ft SalMi
Already Matcbtd
Far Yaa With
Matcfciai Ribbiag

LONG SLEEVE TOPS
(KITS) 13-49
PRINTS, SOLIDS, STRIPES
MATCHING RIBBING

Sale starts today!

WINTHROP COLLEGE STORE
DINKINS STUDENT CENTER

Records at Big Discounts!
Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!

Many, many selections in this special purchase. Classics included:
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

PANTS
SUIT ENSEMBLE
(KIT) $5.99

LONG SLEEVE DRESS
(KIT) $3.99
With Matching Ribbing

Beautiful floor length gowns & mini
Gowns Arriving Daily
Vassarette Mini Slips & Bikini
Panties to match-non cling.
10% Discount to Winthrop With I.D.
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Colorons take second place in Classes Night-

(Continued From Page 1)
"The Junior Class is doing
great things this year. Unity
is our key cause, and everyone is working together. Classes Night was "colorfal"forthe
Juniors this year. Colorons
painted the whole auditorium
for the audience. Our journey
toward change was spectacular," stated Billie Tolliver,
Junior Class President.
The Sophomore Class lead
the audience through "A Magical Journey." Wildcats entered as hobbits in purple and
white to the music of "Do You
Believe In Magic." Their pep
song was sung to the tune of
"Zippity-Do-Da" and sister
class song was "Sometime."
Class cheerleaders, GayleAlford and Robbln Courtney, directed these songs.
In the skit, the Hobbits, young
and adventurous, were bored
with their Hobbitat. They were
pleasantly surprised by an appearance of the Great Wizard,
who gave them magical powers. These little brats soon

had Hobbit-Land rocking with
mischievousness. They found
that it was not as much fun as
they had once hoped. The wizard appeared again and took
them on a magical Journey
where they saw how magical and
wonderful the simpleaspectsof
life are (sunrise, blooming
flowers, butterflies, and thunderstorms).
The leading actresses in the
skit were Claudia Robb, Debbie Steverson, Melly Rogers,
and Debbie Day.
Margaret Williamson, Soph.
Class President stated, "We
had more class spirit and
more participation than last
year and the Sophomore committees really worked had and
did an excellent job."
The Freshman Class traveled
a "Journey Through A Small,
Small World." Panthers entered as little boys and girls
wearing pink and blue and
carrying large suckers to the
Music of "London Bridge Is
Falling Down." Their pep song.

was to the tune of "Winthrop
Nunnery Song" and
sister
class song was "There's Got
To Be A Morning After."
These songs were led by class
cheerleaders , Peggy Collins
and Lyn Sheffield.
The Frosh skit was written
around the idea that many times we seem to miss the small
things in life. We bypass the
small world.
John was an ambitious young
man who was out for the best
in life. He did not have time
to enjoy living because his
one objective was to get to that
top goal. This skit briefly
followed John's life from college graduation to retirement.
While we saw the big world
that John lived in, we took a
journey into some of the smaller things that he missed around
him. His life continued, ignorant of the small world until at
last when he realized it, it's
too late. The skit was meant to
make people laugh, but at the
same time to make them stop

Margalit Ovid to perform

at WC

Gwathney from Rock Hill; and
Dr. Dave Coward, a local physician.
The Public Entertainment
Committee consists of
Dr.
John Sargent, Chr., Dr. Joe
Davis, Dr. Elizabeth King, Dean
Iva B. Gibson, Mr. Jerry Bennett, Miss Brenda Stokes, and
Miss Carol "Russia" Harsh.
Miss "Rusaia" Harshwasthe
coordinator for the event and
she had this to say, "One of the
purposes of Classes Night isto
help all four classes work together as well as within their
own class. I fel that this has
been achieved this year."
Kathy Ferguson was In charge
of the sound effects for all of
the classes and Leslie Mllnes
was in charge of lighting. Leslie was assisted hy Jane Ober-

Mid think.
Leads in the skit were: Debbie Holland, Susan Clark, Debbie Oliver, Susan Bailey, and
Dianne Harrison.
Ginger Barfield, Freshman
Class President commented,
"From our first class meeting
we had a large turn-out of enthusiastic Freshman and even
though we had to make last
minute revisions, the enthusiasm did not dwindle."
The Public Entertainment
Committee chose the panel of
five judges for Thursday evening. The judges were: Mr. Robert McFadden, South Carolina
House Representative from
Rock Hill; Mrs. Olin McKee,
President of the Woman's Club
in Rock Hill; MissAnnEllerbe,
Winthrop alumna; Mrs. Hilda

FURR's
PARTY SHOP& LOUNGE
HAPPY HOUR 4:45-700
No Cover Charge With ID Open 10 A.M.-?
Free Beer Mon-Tues 9 P.M.-10 P.M.
Woolco Shopping Center

"Toei

T-un for "Everyone"

Dine In or Carry Ont
Genuine Italian Food
&
Margallt Oved, Israeli actress, dancer, and singer will
render her one-woman performance at Winthrop College
on Wednesday, October 24 and
on Friday, October 26 in Byrnes Auditorium. Hie performance will begin at 8:00
p.m. This performance is
part of her three-month nationwide college tour and is
underwritten by a grant from
the National Endowment for
the Arts.
"Margallt" began her dancing career with the Inbal Dance
Theatre of Irrael. With this
group, she has performed for
dignataries such as the Queen
and King of Nepal and Queen
Julian of the Netherlands. She
has appeared in theatres stretching from the Sarah Bernhardt
Theatre of Paris to the Martin Beck Theatre on Broadway
to Her Majesty's Theatre of
Australia. Included in her
honors is the Myrtle Wreath
Award for her outstanding contributions to the Arts.
Margalit's background as a
dancer, singer, actress, virtuosos drummer, composer,
and choreographer are combined in her amazing stage
performance, but her gigantic
background scenery and her
brilliant colored costumes awe
her audiences.
As an actress, Margallt was
seen in "The Greatest Story
Ever Told" and "Hill
24
MMMMMMMMMMMMMN

Doesn't Answer." In addition
to those films, a film "Gestures of Sand" has been made
showing her style of sxpression. As a singer, Margallt
recorded a solo album for
Folkways Records which was
released this spring. "Margallt" will be on the Winthrop
campus during the week of her
performances. She will be
conducting public lectures,
dance workshops, and a Children's Improvisation Theatre.
The schedule for die week is
as follows:
Monday (October 22) 4:005:30 Classes in Dance Techniques
7:00-8:30 Lecture and Demonstration
Tuesday (October 23) 10:5012:05 "Integration of Drama,

Voice, and Move"—Drama Department
4:30-6:00 Master Class in
Dance Choreography
7:00-8:30 "Ethnic Dance
and Rhythms"
Wednesday
(October 24)
12:00-1:00 PresentationtoMusic Majors in the Recital Hall.
Thursday (October 25) 10:0011:00 Children's Presentation
in Byrnes. Open to Fourth graders.
4:30-6:00 Class in Dance
Techniques
Friday (October 26) 1:002:00 Children's Improvisation
Theatre in Johnson's Building.
Any interested student can observe.
Saturday (October 27) 10:0012:00 Dance Workshop-all colleges in the state are invited.

James Parrish'sr
Flowerland
Across From
Richardson Hall
328-6205

THE BARN
IS NEW

Beer On Tap
Mon-Tues Special
S
99C
P*8em
ya?
All You Can Eat V
2.25 Wed Night Special 2.25
Pizza & Pasta
Spagetti,' pee Wee Pizza
Salad & Drink
Luncheon Special Mon Thru Wed
1.49 Spagetti Garlic Bread Salad & Drink
Directly Across From Lee Wicker328-3P78

Martin Ceramic Shop
Interested in Ceramics?
All are welcome to sign
up for classes.
A complete assortment
of all your ceramic
needs and supplies
Greenware
Stains
Glazes

Fslly Air Coriitimd

ANDY
HAWKINS
MMMMAMMMMMMAMMAM

kU Carpsttd
Mixed Drinks, Beer
And Sandwiches
OptH 2 P.M. till 2 A.M.
Ebenezer Rd.

hours:

Mon-Wed
Tues-Thurs
Sat 10-1

9-3
9-5:30
Phone-328-1074

Ignorance won't
solve problems

The Johnsonian
NO. 7
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In the current issue of Mad Magazine
there is a picture of Alice in Wonderland whose naive expression has been
lifted and replaced with the sneer of none
other than Spiro Agnew. In no uncertain
terms-the effect is hilarious.
Over the picture of "Alice" (who is
dressed in full skirt and apron) is a
quote from Agnew regarding Watergate,
"I'd like to see it all get dredged and get
it over with," (Time, June 11, '73) while
underneath the picture is written the
corresponding quote from Alice, "I
wish they'd get the trial done and hand
around the refreshments."
The net result of such an incongruous
juxtaposition of Alice and Agnew, annotated with appropriate quotes, is also one
of opposition—sobering hilarity. It underscores what has become the dominate
mode of thought in American politics,
education and science. "I wish they'd
get the trial done and hand around the
refreshments."
How many times have the American
people averted their eyes while their
government has bolstered a war, while
U.S. education has classed its students
into graded ignominity, while U.S. scientists have created a potential for total
self-destruction. How many times have
we formulated plans that ignored the present and destroyed the future. Pollution
is a dirty word because it is inescapably
visible. We live in a filthy state of mass
disintegration-our air is bad, our water
is bad, our food is bad, and our bodies
are unfit. We live in a time when racial

tension has not only increased but must
vent itself in the only system which can
ease the strife-education. No school has
yet found a way to cope, so they dish out
grades and diplomas and acknowledge
Martin Luther King's birthday. We live
in a time when food is so expensive that
the poorest don't eat while the rest eat
less.
And what is our reaction? We want it
over with, gone from sight and hearing.
If we ignore the fuel crisis, surely it
will go away. If we ignore Watergate and
Agnew and Nixon, surely they will go a way. If we ignore the Arabs and I s r a e lis, surely they will go away. Well,
that's probably right. If we ignore our
lives, they will surely go away. They
will be rotten with diseases garnered
from the air, the ground and the sea;
sick with the bigotry and hatred fed r a ther than starved by the educational system; and tricked by a government that
forgot its purpose.
We hide our heads under a cloak every
day. On a college campus, we sweat out
the class to avoid listening, we look at
the ground to avoid seeing, we talk to a void understanding. Our opinions come
from magazines, our goals from availability. Like Spiro Agnew in Alice's clothes, we're ready for the tea party but
not willing to make the tea or clean up
the dishes.
This is the question that remains: If
we mark time in college what makes us
think that we will change in a world that
does the same thing.

uncle miltie says
by Millard Clark
It seems the poor Winthrop
students are currently under
attack tor being a -political,
apa-you-know-who, and so
on. A lot of tills castigation
is probably not justified and a
lot, no doubt, is. When you're
taking 15-21 hours and holding
down a part-time job,
you're sometimes lucky if you
get to see a newspaper, much
less read it from front to back.
On the other hand, if you think
Sam Ervin is the governor of
North Carolina, and Bob Haldeman, John Ehrlichman and
Donald Segretti are U.S. Senators presiding over the Watergate hearings, then maybe
you should give current events
a little bigger spot in your life.
Of course, we're talking about
two tilings now—concern over
campus affairs and concern
over world affairs, but they're
really not that different are
they? When you're concerned
about what's going on around
you, that concern «hould encompass the entire globe. How
in the heck can you ever expect
to vote intelligently if you don't
know the issues. Whatever
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Mommy and Daddy scys, huh!!
You don't have to beanS.G.A.
officer to be concerned with
developments
around the
school, and you need not be
a political science major to
take an interest in world affairs.
Surely you know that fighting
has broken out in the Middle
East. It's quite an interesting
story if you've been keeping
up. Both sides are claiming
phenomenal victories, as always, and we can only weigh
the facts.
The Arabs are claiming some
80 Israel.' planes and the Israelis say they've destroyed
all the bridges along the Suez,
supposedly leaving the Arab
tanks stranded; On top of that,
both sides blame the other for
starting it.
Th* United Nations is leaning
toward the Israeli view as io
who started the ruckus, and the
U.S. is asking both sides to
cool it, sit down and talk. The
Chinese Ambassador, on the
other hand, said the United
Nations "must condemn all acts
of aggression by the Israeli
Zionists and demand the im-

.•.•.v.-.v.-.v.-.v.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;

mediate withdrawal by the Israeli Zionist from all the Arab
territory they occupied."
If your boyfriend, brother or
whatever is draft age, you
could say this confrontation definitely concerns you. Although
officials in Washington are
predicting another "mini war,"
the Israelis do not appear to
be facing the same "untalented" group they faced before.
In fact, just the opposite. As
Moshe Dayan says, "we're
fighting for our very existence."
Some 50,000 Americans were
in Israel when the fighting broke
out, probably to celebrate Yom
Kippur, and the U.S. Sixth
Fleet is standing by off Crete
to start evacuation procedures. If those American lives
become endangered, you had
better believe the U.S. will become involved. After all, 50,000 is roughly the same numDer of Americans that were
killed in Vietnam. Yes Martha,
we're involved.
So now that we see how much
fun current events fan be in
the world "beyond," perhaps
we could apply the same game
rules around here, and who
knows, you might win!!

t]
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Love Story-Soap opera on the Big Screen
by Marsha Maxey
LOVE STORY is one of those
pictures that you can see and
be indifferent to the first time,
hate it the second, and almost
like it the third. This past
weekend was the third time I
had seen this modern claasJc.
Perhaps I've gotten used to it
now. It doesn't annoy me anymore. Sure, it's that timeless
story used in the B movies of
the 40's~rich boy meets not
so rich girl, they marry and
experience various degrees of
in-law trouble, disaster strikes, they overcome it and walk
off hand-in-hand into the suns e t This deviates from the
accepted form in that die heroine is killed off (it was a
mercy killing) and leaves her
"merry widow" not so merry.

by Elspeth Stuckey
A funny thing happens every
day! Morning. Would that I
could fall peacefully asleep
each night only to find myself
well into the next day before
regaining wide-awake consciouness. I even dream of
painless mornings, of waking
up bright, smiling and alert.
But then I always wake up and
there 1 am, deathy pale,
growling, unalert and mad
because I still have to get up.
With that in mind, I will attempt to describe several defense mechanisms which might
prove useful to the unfortunate
girl who has a roommate like
me.
One of the primary things
to remember is that it is more
likely for sleep fanatics to

LOVE STORY would have been
a better picture if. it had less
soap opera mawldshness. I
feel that the soap opera is the
worst form of drama 0 use the
term loosely) known to mankind, and I cannot abide them.
A little sentiment and pathos
here and there is good, but
LOVE STORY leaned closer
to ONE LIFE TO LIVE or
some other equally awful soap
opera. Or even worse, it could
have been another JOY IN THE
MORNING, but it wasn't that
bad.
Granted, it has as many good
points as bad. That's how I
was able to sit through it three
times. The running verbal
volleyball game between Preppie Barrett IV and
Jenny
Social Zero Caviller!
is
quite entertaining. The scen-

ery is lovely if you line old
buildir^jja and lots of snow as
I do. Francis Lai's score is
perfectly beautiful, but it's
hard to hear over all the sobbing.
Ryan O'Neal (Ollie) relies
on his pretty face to carry him
through most of his scenes. He
does look more college-aged
that All McGraw. On her case,
you wonder just how many years
she's been atRadcliffeJ O'Neal
is a good actor and a sensitive
one and, although PAPER
MOON Is still my favorite
O'Neal picture to date, this is
one of his best.
I can't say as much for All
McGraw (Jenny). I've mentioned her age already. I also
question all the fine clothes
that Miss Cranston, R.I. wears.
Ms. McGraw has always had

difficulty acting in a vertical
position and her performance
here is no exception.
She
tends to stalk and pose as if
she were modeling. She has
about two facial expressions
in her repertoire, so for variation, she pants and flares
her nostrils—perhaps she studied at the Rudolph Valentino
School of Acting. But even
weak acting cannot diminish so
strong a character as Jenny
Caviller! and she comes off
well even when played by Ms.
McGraw.
Ray Miiland as the elder
Barrett was not as much of
an ogre as Ollie painted. I
was rather inclined to like
him, all tilings considered.
John Marley was Phil, Jenny's father. He has better sue-.
cess at bridging the generation

gap than Miiland. If you're
wondering where you saw him
before, It was in bed with the
horse's head in THE GODFATHER. He was nominated
for Best Supporting Actor, but
lost to John Mills in RYAN'S
DAUGHTER.
I suppose, all things conaldered, LOVE STORY, i s a pretty good picture if you want a
good cry. But I for one, cannot conjure emotion for a film
which was made for the sole
purpose of increasing Kleenex
sales. But I did like that score.
I think the lyrics to the theme
are a little much, however,
and even Andy Williams can t
change my mind.
I am told that the attendance
was not what was expected,
Where were all you soap opera
fans last weekend?

come up swinging than to come
up any other way. Consequently, since you are by default the
official waker-upper, it is
advisable that you get out of
the way quickly, if you attempt
to shake your roommate awake.
An alternative method such as
screaming her name
from
across the room is only effective if the awake roommate
sounds like a bullmoose.
Throwing water, washcloths,
tennis balls or pillows is likely
to bring injury upon the thrower when the thrown at gets hold
of her. And slamming all the
doors makes the rest of the
dorm hate you also. There remains the "lights-on/flashlight-in-the-eyes" technique
but that car. oe effectively
countered by burying the head
under the pillow.

If, by chance, the normal
roommate has an earlier class
than the hibernating bear across the room, she should take
several precautions to guard
against breakage and mild concussion. Since the alarm clock
is obviously hers, if she must
leave it set and unguarded, die
should be sure to follow
these simple guidlines. NEVER
put the alarm by a window. Not
only will there be glass all
over the room, but a falling
clock poses a real threat to
innocent passers-by below.
It is also a good practice to
avoid putting the alarm in the
bathroom. It, of course, will
not flush but it will rust. If at
all possible put the alarm at a
safe distance from your roommate's bed so that die has to
get up to shut it off. Perhaps

by the time she gets to it she
will be sufficiently awake to
turn it off gently, thus avoiding broken or mashed catches.
If by some quirk of fate you
have a "buzzer" alarm, then
chalk up one for "roommate
toleration" and go find a ringer. Bells are bad enough, but
a buzzer sounds like the fire
alarm and there is nothing
which infuriates the sleeper
any more than that.

your alarm clock is trying to
make her get out of a warm bed
in a cold room to wash her
face, put on clothes and go to
class. Does that sound like a
square deal to you? You better
believe It doesn't. Just because you got born awake
doesn't mean that everybody
can be childlike in the morning. Some of us are child—ish.
So, the next time you are subjected to that unpleasant snarl
and those squlnchy, accusing
eyes, remember it's not you,
It's the morning.
Sleeping
Beauty may have gotten away
with it for a hundred years but
when that kiss finally got
bestowed she had to wake up to
start cooking and washing dishes for the prince. As for me,
you can take your old crown
and let me sleep.

Letter

Dear Editor:
With all the big events on die
Winthrop campus, I realize
that It Is hard to fit everything
in during one year. But why
is the Biggest Event (classes
night) scheduled for the week
before mid-semester break
when every professor expects

all the work since the first
of the year to be turned in?
At this time it is up to the
student to decide whether to
hit the books or go over to
Byrnes and Tillman and pitch
in. With timing like this, how
dare anyone cry apathy.
Candy Lanier

Finally, realize that some
people are morning people and
some people are not and you've
been blessed with a veritable
owl who can't open her eyes
until the moon comes out. She
doesn't mean to be so intolerable, insufferable or nasty.
But after all, either you or

targum crossword

£> Edward Julius,
11 Victims of the
Spanish Conquest
12 Artist's studio
13 Holds back
14 Delayed action on
something
21 Comicality
30 Swamp
31 "The Harvey
"
(movie)
32 Fencing swords
33 Superlative suffix
35
soup
36 Possessed
37 Grim and horrible
38 Rearranged word
39 Free from pain
41
Coca
42
DOWN
Indigenous Inhabitants
1 Agrees to
43 Food vendors
26 French season
2 Tell a story
46 Soviet politician
27
Ding Dong
Daddy..."
3 Visionary
47 Snakelike fish
4 Foolish
48 Broidway show
5 Stool pigeon
51 One's entitled to
29 Feudal slave
6 Pointed arches
trial
31 Dwarf of folklore
53 Russian city
33 formerly (archaic) 7 Young bird
8 View In all
55 Boxing term (pi.)
34 Inscriptions
directions
57 Fat
37 George Eliot
9 Gather together
59
de France
character
10 Musical note (pi.) 61 Lair
40 Constating
ACROSS

1 Metal support 1n
fireplace
8 Social outcasts
15 Bloody slaughter
16 Feeble-alndedness
17 Produces
18 Beginning to
develop
19 Ephralm's grandson
20 Group characteristics
2?. Actor
Ray
23 Subject of "South
Pacific" song
24 Sheet music
rotations
25 Pirt of the head:

" H i Sam. T h i s i s D i c k .
I knew aDout e v e r y t h i n g r i g h t f r o m t h e s t a r t
Prove i t . This tape w i l l s e l f - d e s t r u c t in f i v e s e c o n d s " . . . P o o f !

44 Chemical suffix
45 So-called
49 Damage
50 Creole fried cake
52 Prophets
53
pieces
54 -it's
"(Fields
flick)
56 Bullfight cry
57 College subject
58 Watergate
60
and
(early
dwellers)
62 Italian dish
63 Calmer
64 Above water
65 Infinite
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SCSSL voices Winthrop's views at State House
Winthrop's views on county,
state and national issues will
be promoted by the
South
Carolina State Student Legislature (SCSSL) in the Columbia State House Oct. 18-21.
SCSSL promotes the views of
South Carolina's
students
through a "mature, realistic,
knowledgeable and
orderly
process," according to the
organization's constitution.
"Our main goal in attending
student legislature is to present, pass and lobby for legislation we feel is needed in
this state," said Sharon Davis, chairperson of Winthrop's
delegation.
Reforming juvenile delinquent
penal systems and making
county and city parks safer amK
better equipped will be recommended by Winthrop's representatives. Winthrop will
suggest student body presidents
at state-supported
colleges
be given voting power on the
Board of Trustees.
Winthrop win lobby for a
better maternity leave. Last

year a maternity leave was
passed for state employees
provided they had been employed one year and accepted
a cut in pay. Winthrop will
argue for an amendment lifting these restrictions on the
basis that no other state sick
leave is restrictive.
A resolution on the status of
women will be presented by
Winthrop's delegation. If this
resolution is passed, a female
will be allowed to use either
her maiden or married name.
South Carolina lawbooks still
require a married woman to
use her husband's name.
The four-day convention will
begin with committee meetings.
Committees will consider bills
and consolidate the
strong
points of similar bills. Bills
will be presented in the Unicameral Body Session where
legislative proceedings will
begin.

Sharon Davis is Winthrop's
chairperson and Bev Carroll
is district coordinator. Winthrop's other delegates include
Jean Appleby, Becky Bowman,
Jann Brock man, Candy Lanier,
Marsha Simmons and Margaret Williamson.

Committees will finish up with
a meeting to coordinate followup work. Unicameral Body
will conclude with election of
new officers, the Governor's
final remarks and the treasurer's report.

Selection of delegates is based on letters of application,

interviews and experience in
state government and current
events. Sharon Davis says this
process "wades out the people
who cannot defend their own
point of view on certain issues
and pinpoints the more capable
of the interested students." The
chairperson is elected from the
delegation by a majority vote
of the delegation.

"Concerning running for state
office, the Winthrop delegation
never makes a political committment until the night of nominations at the fall session
and always has a vote of confidence from the delegation before running," said
Sharon
Davis.
Winthrop has never
selected a candidate prior to
attending the convention.

Winhecon holds panel discussion on body movement
by Marsha Maxey

On October 4, Winthrop's
Home Economics club, Winhecon, held a meeting and panel
discussion on communication
through body movement. The
panel consisted of Ms. Joyce
Richardson of CI em son University, Dr. Roger Baumgarte,
a new professor in Winthrop's
Psychology Dept., and
Dr.
Shirley Heath of the Sociology
Dept. Mr. Sam Greer, Distributive Education, acted as
moderator.
Ms. Richardson told the gathering of Home Ec. majors,
"You arc a work of art. The
way you sit, walk, and stand
indicates your inner feelings

about yourself." She illustrated with transparencies showing
various moods demonstrated
by the posture and manner of
the faceless drawings.
Ms. Richardson has worked
with people of all ages, teaching them correct posture and
grace in sitting;
standing,
walking, getting out of a car,
etc. She has worked with experimental groups,
having
them rate themselves before
and after the course in body
movement. They were also
rated by judges.
Both the
students and judges were in
agreement about the marked
change in the body movement
and coordination of the group.
Dr. Baumgarte's talk was
about body movement as it ap-

plied to the classroom. The
movements made by students
in a classroom can relay to
the teacher whether they are
interested in or bored with the
lecture. Students who keep corstant eye contact, for example,
are students who are paying
attention. A student's movements can have a great effect
on the teacher's reactions.
Dr. Baumgarte told of an experience when he was a student in which the class decided to get the teacher to teach
while sitting on the radiator.
(He assured us it was not on.)
When their instructor moved
toward the radiator, the class
paid rapt attention. When he
walked away, they fidgeted and
looked out the window. As a

result of this, the instructor
taught the remainder of the
period perched on the radiator. Dr. Baumgarte was quick
to add that he was not suggesting Winthrop students to
try this experiment!
Dr. Heath, as an anthropologist, studies the effect of
body movement in different cultures. She stated that one cannot judge gestures by the definition of a certain culture.
In Harlem, for example, the
gestures used by blacks and
Puerto Ricans have quite different meanings in other parts,
ot the UjS. Dr. Heath told of a
policeman who wasnotfamiliar
with Harlem body language.
A Puerto Rican man stepped
up very close (nose to nose) to

Library exhibit shows WC campus life at turn of century
The turn of the century at
Winthrop is the theme for this
months libnQ# exhibit "I've
found this months theme very
interesting, especially
the
summer schedule of 1899,"
Mrs. Patricia Ridgeway, head
of the reference desk, said.
The person responsible for
the monthly exhibits icMr.Ron
Chcpesiuk, head of Archives.
He says, "I enjoy doing the exhibits, because it gives the
people of Winthrop an idea of
it's past."
What is Archives? "I'm Archives," Mr. Chepesiuk said
jokingly. "Seriously, It's anything dealing with the history

of Winthrop College, such as
the faculty and staff, pictures,
et cetera.
The theme includes thirteen
original photographs depicting
everyday life on campus as it
was in the late 1800's.
Among the three books on
display, is a 1899 TATLER.
"Look what they wrote about
this woman," a student remarked to her friend, "Should
have a well rounded form, with
a tendency to gain flesh wlt'i
advancing years,' What a polite
way to say you'll get fat."
In the back cf s small magazine, THE NEW SOUTH, February, 1899 edition, there is an

advertisement for Winthrop,
exerpted here:
PLEASANT and Healthful Location. Pure Water.
Campus of forty
acres.
Unsurpassed building and
equipments main building
(offices and class-room);
dormitory; infirmary all
joined by covered ways. Excellent sanitary sewerage.
Ventilation perfect. Hot and
cold baths on every floor.
Only two students placed
in one room. Single beds.
Resident Woman Physician.
Gymnasium with trained
instructor. Library of new
books (additions over a thou-

sand volumes yearly). Twenty-nine teachers-Able Faculty in all Departments.
Religious life carefully guarded. Four Hundred
and
Seventy Students.
"We've come a long way
baby," the girl was heard to
say as she left the library exhibit with her friend.

i

(

speak to him. The policeman,
thinking the man was threatening him, shot him. Because of
this Incident, Dr. Heath says
the John Jay Police Academy in
New York now teaches a course
in Harlem body language.
A question and answer period
followed the talks and then the
group was served refreshments.

YORK IS IN
ROCK HILL
Don't Miss The
DON YORK
SHOW
daily from
3 p.m. on
WTYC RADIO
Dial lI'/2
Requests
366-1777

The

' BRANDING
IRON
U. S. 21 at River Bai*
R«Xk Hill, S. C. Phone 366-9692

Winthrop

Wednesday
Special

com SII US

8 BREAKFAST SERVED
1243 Cbarry Road
11243

Live Band-Tues. thru Sat.
\

Regular $1.89 Sirloin Offered to Winthrop Students.
Staff And Faculty (with ID) For $1.69
PLUS A FREE SALAD

I

Posy ROOM Loaaga

Night

FiiH DINNER WITH
3 VEGETABLES DAILY
366-3507

Happy Hours 5-7
Popular Mixed Drinks $1.00
Draft Beer 25<

; \Vinthrop Nite is Thurs.
,

Draft Beer 25<! To All Unescorted
Ladles
All Nite

Featuring

s

Wlitkrap Spatial Sirloli

Visit
Our Salad Bar
-Baked Potato
-GarHc bre«i-onlon rings
-Tea (S^Coffee

$3.25
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Hockey Sportsday sponsored by Winthrop
WRA sponsored a Hockey Sportsday October 5 and 6 with
five schools participating.
Since one team did not make
it to the event, one was made
up of the- substitutes from the
other teams. Winthrop and
Coker were to play the team
that did not come, so they
were ineligible to win the event.
In Friday's action, Appalachian State defeated
Coker
with a score of 4 to 0. Three
of these goals were made in the
first half and one was made
In the second. In the second
game, Winthrop defeated the
team substitutes by a score of
7-0. For Winthrop, Donna
Hurley scored three, Joanne
Baines scored two, and Judy

Plask scored two. In the third
game, High Point was defeated
by Catawba with a score of 2-0.
In the games Saturday, Coker
defeated the team substitutes
by a score of 2-0. Winthrop
beat High Point in the sccond
game with the score of 3-1.
At the half, the score was tied
at 1-1. with Winthrop's goal
being scored by Anne Long.
In the second half, Jane Oberle
and Dlanne Bryant both scored
goal.
The tournament championship game was between Appalachian State ana Catawba. At
the end of the first half, the
score was tied at 2-2. They
were
co-winners of the
Sportsday.

WC participates in Coaches9 Clinic
The DGWS (Division of Girls'
and Women's Sports) Coaches
Clinic was held October 5, 6,
and 7 at Queen's College In
Charlotte. This clinic was one
of three planned in the United
States. The sports involved
were tennis, basketball, track
and field, and volleyball. It
was designed to discuss and
learn more about current
trends for women in sports.

Coaches from seventeen states
and the Virgin Islands attended
the clinic.
Winthrop sent a basketball
team con si sting of eleven members. In the mornings, Patsy
Neal, from Brevard College,
conducted a clinic on individual
skills. Fran Ebert and Pat
Ashley, ooth from
Central

Michigan University, conducted
a clinic on team strategy and
team cooperation. At the end of
the latter clinic, the Winthrop
team scrimmaged each other
in a demonstration game.
Winthrop's and
Western
Carolina's volleyball teams served as a demonstration group
for Dr. Joanne Thorpe, an
authority on volleyball from

Southern Illinois University.
At the end of the Friday session, Winthrop defeated Western Carolina in straight games.
Both of the teams representing Winthrop did a good job and
showed other schools whatthey
could do.

Douglas Studio
Tatler Photographer
Color, Gold Tone,
Black & White
Placement Photos
314 Oakland Ave.
Phone: 327-2123

Sister classes football game held
by Sue Owens
Wednesday, October 3, found
sister class P.E. majors pitted against each other in flag
football games. Without any
real good plays but with many
mistakes that turned out right,
the upper class sister clacses
won.
On the night of the games,
the field was laid off crosswise making it about 50 yards
long with a five-yard end-zone.
The field closest to the infirmary and Bancroft was the sight
of a close game (as close as
one touchdown can make it) between the juniors and freshmen.
One comer was avoided because the area was soggy to the
touch, step, slide, and hit. The
freshmen met a disappointment

in the form of a defeat with the
final score as 6-0.
On the far end of the field,
the seniors outdid their sister
class by a score of 18-0. The
seniors just had more experience in playing flag football
than the sophomores had.
It seems that the classes that
were defeated were rather inexperienced and underpracticed. The sophomores had short
practices the two days before
but the freshmen had no practice until the thirty minutes
before the hockey team appeared for their practice on the day
of the game.
Most of the players had no
idea who played what and where
and how and for what purpose.
With only nine people In the
field at one time, offense and
defense were both at a loss

without knowing what to do with
that empty space created by
lessening the team by two. Little did anyone realize that the
other team was lessened by
two also.
After winning their respective games, the seniors and juniors tried to beat the sun and
played another quarter against
each other. When the quarter
and the sunlight ended, the seniors had won with a 6-0 score.
The highlight of the night was
to follow the football games. A
bonfire was built and a weenie
roast was held. Mustard, ketcup, onions, chili with beans,
coathangers, weenies, buns,
and carbonated beverages were
everywhere around the bonfire.
What a way to end a hot night
of football after the sun had
ended die day.

Sigma Gemma Nu discusses women*s role in sports
Dr. Joanne Thorpe spoke at
the first formal meeting of the
Sigma Gamma Nu on October
4. She Is the chairman of the
P. E. department at the Southern Illinois University. Her
background includes a B. S.
degree from Florida Southern University, a M. A. degreen from UNC-G, and a Ph.
D. from Texas Women's University. She is the past chairman of the DGWS and is the

Hockey team
loses to UNC-G
The Winthrop hockey team
lost to UNC-G in a disappointing game last Tuesday. UNCG went ahead with a score of
2-0 but Winthrop fought back
to a 2-2 tie. In the final stages
of the game, with a controversial goal, UNC-G went ahead
3-2 to win the game.
For
Winthrop, Anne Long, the
center forward, scored both
goals.
in good defensive and offensive efforts, UNC-G and Winthrop seemed to run the length
of the field many times but the
opportunity to score was often
blocked. Winthrop's goalie,
Bev Carroll, did an excollent
job of keeping the ball out of
the goal more than once. Good
team work as well as individual efforts were shown by both
teams.
,. ..tun,

volleyball rules interpreter for
DGWS. She is active in women's organizations and women's liberation.
Dr. Thorpe discussed the role
of women in sports. Other
things discussed were die future of women as coaches; what
physical education in responsible for; the pressure in wo-

men's intercollegiate scholarship; women and men joining
the same athletic teams; men
making more money than women for the same sport; and
the professional sports open to
women. The Sigma Gamma Nu
was much enlightened on the
prospects of women in the field
of sports and physical education.

^\CtCU ZlVJBi
of ROBE BILL
STAN GRAVES

THE CRAFT CORNER

A Complete Craft Shop
One Block From Winthrop
3-D Kits
Polydomes Decoupage
Purse Kits
Mosaics
Wooden Beads Glass Stain
Macrame Candles
String Art
Phone: 327-6055
1201 Ebenezer Rd.

.
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SKIING ON
FLAT
GROUNDA GOOD
PRACTICE

Taking your first steps on skis should be an
easy glide, not a task. Walking on level snow
with your skis should be easier and faster than
walking without skis.
Pick a place to practice walking that is f l a t no slope. Try walking without the use of poles,
concentrating on your legs and skis. Let your
poles trail behind. Feet should be a comfortable 6 to 8 inches apart. Skis should be parallel.
Slide one ski forward in your first step and
follow with the other in a natural shuffle-like
rhythm. Do not pick ski up to move forward,
slide forward with a thrusting movement.
As the illustration1 indicates, bend the knee
of the forward leg as you walk. Do not be stiff
legged. Hold head up and look ahead of you.
Focus on some object ahead to keep out of the
habit of looking down at your feet or skis.
Take nice long strides to get where you're
going faster. Slide on front foot (thrusting) and
push off with back foot. When the front foot
loses momentum it stops on the snow and becomes the pushing foot as the other foot slides
forward. Keep upper body slightly forward to
keep forward momentum going. After you feel
comfortable walking without poles, try using
them. They will help keep your balance and
help push you forward. To do this, place the
pole opposite the lead ski. Notice (illustration)
the pole is on an angle, backwards. This allows
the skier to push with his arm, shoulder and
back.
If the pole were planted too far forward it'd
become hard work. The back leg will be coming
forward to take over the lead position, so plant
the other pole in the same manner. This is a
very natural movement, the arm and leg alteration. Adapt this to walking on skis and you'll
find it easy and fun.
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Art speaker
Ted Potter

House. The moderator this
year is Jodi Sims and the
campus minister is Reverend
Randy McSpadden. For the
next two months the fellowship
will be discussing personal
identification and value clarification. MAN'S SEARCH FOR
MEANING, WHY AM I AFRAID
TO LOVE, and WHY AM I
AFRAID TO TELL YOU WHO
I AM are the books to be completed and discussed during
this time.

Ted Potter, Director of the
Gallery of Contemporary Art
in Winston Salem, N. C., will
speak tonight, Oct. 15 at 7:30
p.m. in the lecture room of
Rutledge Building. He will begin by discussing endowments
to the Gallery of Contemporary
Art and progress to the main
topic of his lecture, "Contemporary Southeastern Art
and Artirts." A slide presentation will accompany his talk.
Mr. Potter studied at the
The Association of Ebonites
University of California's graheld its regular monthly meetduate school at Berkley and
ing October 9 at 7:00 p.m. in
received his Masters of Fine
Dinkins. The meeting focused
Arts degree in 1962 from the
on making plans for the HalloCalifornia College of Arts and
ween Happening and reports
Crafts. He is currently on the
from each committee chairAdvisory Council of North Carman were heard.
olina State Arts Society, a pan- - Guests who attended
the
el member of the National
meeting were Rev. C.C. DaEndowment for the Arts, Visvis and Mr. William Young,
ual Arts Division, and a board
both members of the Political
member of the North Carolina
Action Group in Rock Hill.
State Arts Council.
They spoke on unity of Blacks
The Gallery of Contemporary
in the organization as it reArt sponsors three competit— lates to the community.
ive area shows a year. CurIn an effort to increase memrently located in the heart of
bership, president Vera ChisWinston Salem, the Gallery is
holm encouraged all students
in the process of expanding it's
who may be interested to atfacilities made possible by a
tend meetings and become actrecent grant
ive in the organization.
Miss Paula Bradley, faculty
advisor for the Art Club, or
ges all interested students to
attend Mr. Potter's lecture,
On September 27, two Winwhich is open to the public.
throp students, Sylvia Ardis
and Shirley Brindle, presented
a program at the meeting of the
Alliance Francaise of CharWestminister Fellowship and
lotte. The meeting was held
the Lutheran Student Associaat the Manger Inn. Seventytion held a two day joint refive members and guests attreat October 13 andl4atMontended.
treat, N. C„ the Presbyterian
Sylvia and Shirley spoke and
general assembly conference
showed «!ides of their recent
center.
trip to France and other EuThe group spent most or Satropean countries.
urday on a nine mile hike lead
The trip was sponsored by
by Montreat Anderson College
the Alliance, which each sumstudents. Other activities of
mer makes available scholarthe weekend included a slide
ships to participating schools
presentation on National Parks
and colleges in the area. Other
by Frank Tutwiler, a professWinthrop students interested in
or of chemistry at Winthrop;
being considered for study in
and a stargazing session lead
France next summer may obby Mrs. Frank Tutwiler, an
tain information from Mr.
instructor in Winthrop'sSchool
Shealy in the French Departof Education. A movie and
ment.
squaredancing completed the
events of the retreat.
L.S.A. and Westminister joined together for another retreat
on September 28 and 29 at Joslin Park on Lake Wylie. The
group focused their discussMurray Louis Dance Company
ion throughout the weekend on
of New York will be at Ovens
•the exploration of
marital
Auditorium tonight. The perproblems and the theme was
"Two is Better than One." A formance will begin at 8:00
p.m. Tickets will be $5.00,
film pertaining to the subject
entitled WAR OF THE EGGS $4.00 and $3.00.
Tomorrow at 5:15 p.m., a
was shown. Mrs. Laura Mendclhall, whe representeu the- master class will be conducted in the Queens Gymnasium.
Presbyterian School of ChrisThis class is open to all intian Education, was on hand to
terested dancers.
answer any questions students
had concerning the school. OtAlso tomorrow, the 30-minher activities included canoeute film, "The Body as an In"
ing, singing, football, and
will be shown in the dance stuvolleyball.
dio at Winthrop. This film
Westminister
Fellowship
was produced by the company.
meets at 7:00 o'clock on WedThe film will be shown at 8:30
nesday nights at Westminister
a.m„ 9:30 a.m., and 12:30 a.m.

Ebonites

French Club

Campus Ministry

Murray Lewis
Dance Company

t
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ciate members are not in the
field of chemistry. Sophomores must have a 3.0, juniors
at least a 2,5, and seniors at
least a 2.0 GPR. Membership
is by invitation only. 197374 Zeta Alpha President is
Alfreda Mouchet; Vice-Presiden, Margaret Moore; Secretary, Frances Boatwright;
Treasurer, Vickie Caulder;
Publicity Chairman,
Joyce
Wason; and Social Chairman,
Carol Kessler, said Ms. Mouchet.

SHOW, the AMERICAN SOUNDS
SHOW and the new talk show,
WINTHROP LISTENS.
WCRO, 640 in on the air from
6:30-11:00 p.m.

Zeta Alpha
Phi Upsilon
Omicron
Phi Upsilon Omicron, a fraternity in the school of home
economics, held a meeting
Tuesday night, October 9th, at
7:30 in the club room on the
5th floor of Thurmond. Ms.
Martha Adams, president of
the fraternity, and Dr. Helen
Loftis officiated at the initiation of twenty new members.
Following the Initiation, Ms.
Diane Whitefel, a representative from the Detention Home
in Rock Hill, spoke on the
problems and disadvantages of
children in the detention home.
A discussion/answer period
followed. After the discussion,
the members of Phi Upsilon
Omicron voted on working with
the detention home as their
group project for the remainder
of the school year.

WCRO
The SOUL EXPERIENCE
SHOW featuring Robert Toatley is on WCRO,
Winthrop
College Radio each Sunday
from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. Winthrop listeners can now listen
to the sounds of soul by such
recording artists as New York
City, Marvin Gaye, the Manhattans and many others.
Robert Toatley, the host for
this show is a graduate student
in business administration here
at Winthrop. He has had previous radio experience in Pennsylvania and
Rock HilL
This show is one of six new
shows at WCRO. Besides the
SOUL EXPERIENCE SHOW,
WCRO also features all kinds
of music in their OVER AND
OVER AGAIN SHOW,
the
WANTED: DEAD or ALIVE
SHOW, the BOTH SIDES NOW

Monday, October 8, at 6:30
In Sims 309 Zeta Alpha held
their first meeting which concerned the business affairs of
the club, said Ms. Alfreda
Mouchet, president of Zeta
Alpha. Zeta Alpha is
an
honorary chemistry club which
strives to bring chemistry majors' together. Monthly meetings are held at which guest
speakers lecture on the science
of chemistry. Full membership requires the student to
have, a chemistry major or
minor and at least 12 hours
of chemistry credit. Asso-

MEN!—WOMEN I
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel.
Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept. BB-15 P. O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362

HUNGRY

BUti%
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE II IV

WINTHROP DAY
IS MONDAY
25% Off
All Food With ID
Choice Western Beef
We Know Steaks
And
We Know People
10% Off Any Day With ID.
OPEN 11 A.M.-11 P.M.

Phone: 366-5191
V
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NEW SHIPMENT

THE BLOUSE
Perfect For:
School Groups
Church Groups
Business Groups
Cheerleaders
Choirs
Clubs

ROCK HILL MALL

At

J

In the Holiday Inn

MONDAY thru FRIDAY
5 P.M. - 1 A.M.
SATURDAY
5 P.M. - 12 Mid.
Identification of Age^ 18^ ° r ^ ^ e t r

J

W

JUST RECIEVED

| Crow's Nest Lounge
•
I
•
•

H

White - Black - Red - Navy
Brown
- Rust - Pink
Blue - Yellow - Black
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